Superhero Home Learning.
Some ideas related to our superhero topic for your children to complete at home.
over the term.

The children can present their work in any way they wish.

You can complete as many tasks as you wish

E.g. poster, video, photo, picture, painting, model etc.

Hand them in or email them throughout the term as you complete them. Have fun and enjoy making up your own superhero
challenges.

Make your own superhero mask.

Make a recipe for a healthy hero

Design a superhero gadget.

snack.

sure you draw a picture, label it

You could even write the

Make

recipe out for others to follow.

and write down how it works.

Make a tally chart and ask your

Use your superhero maths to count

Learn how to spell this list of

family and friends what their

in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

topic words: superhero, cape,

favourite superhero/power is

mask, brave, strong.

Take photos of you being a

Do all super heroes wear capes?

Stay healthy like a superhero by

‘superhero’ at home by helping

Do you know any real life super

going for a walk, jog or bike/pony

your grownups.

heroes?

ride.

You could tidy

Can you think of a time

You could even make your

your room, wash the dishes or lay

you have been helped by a nurse,

own superhero obstacle course to

the table for dinner.

doctor, paramedic, police, fire

complete.

fighter?

photos.

Do you have any of these

Remember to take some

toys or dressing up outfits at
home to play with? Can you role
play saving lives?
Make your won superhero mask.

Make a vehicle for a superhero out

Be a rhyme detective and inventor.

Create a fact file about a

of junk modelling materials or

This half term we are learning

superhero.

construction toys.

about rhyme in literacy.

Include their name,

powers, secret identity, picture of

Remember to

give it some special features.

their costume and any other

Have you

got any rhyming books at home?
Write a list of rhyming words

interesting facts.
Read a story about a superhero

Design a superhero costume for a

and write a book review about it.

new superhero.

Can you make up a rhyme about a

What can you do in it?

superhero?

What colour is it?

Your own idea linked to our topic

